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Abstract ​There is a distinction between merely having the right belief, and further basing that               
belief on the right reasons. Any adequate epistemology needs to be able to accommodate the               
basing relation that marks this distinction. However, trouble arises for Bayesianism. I argue that              
when we combine Bayesianism with the standard approaches to the basing relation, we get the               
result that no agent forms their credences in the right way; indeed, no agent even gets close. This                  
is a serious problem, for it prevents us from making epistemic distinctions between agents that               
are doing a reasonably good job at forming their credences and those that are forming them in                 
clearly bad ways. I argue that if this result holds, then we have a problem for Bayesianism.                 
However, I show how the Bayesian can avoid this problem by rejecting the standard approaches               
to the basing relation. By drawing on recent work on the basing relation, we can develop an                 
account of the relation that allows us to avoid the result that no agent comes close to forming                  
their credences in the right way. The Bayesian can successfully accommodate the basing             
relation. 
 













Let’s start by making a familiar distinction. Borrowing a case from Turri (2011),             
consider two jurors in a murder trial, Miss Knowit and Miss Not. Both listened closely to the                 
trial, and have good reasons to believe that the defendant is guilty. Miss Knowit is convinced by                 
the evidence and forms her belief that the defendant is guilty. Miss Not hears and understands                
the evidence, but it doesn’t move her. Rather, she forms the belief that the defendant is guilty                 
because he looks suspicious. Since they both have good reason to believe that the defendant is                
guilty, they both believe the right thing. However, Miss Not is in a worse epistemic position                
than Miss Knowit. 
The two jurors case shows us that we need to mark an epistemic distinction: the               
distinction between an agent that has the right belief for the right reasons, and one who merely                 
has the right belief. Even though Miss Not formed the right belief, her failure to form the belief                  
in the right way puts her in a worse epistemic position. On the other hand, Miss Knowit is in a                    
better epistemic position by forming her belief in the right way. We can mark the epistemic                
distinction between the two jurors by looking at how the juror’s beliefs are based. Miss Knowit                
formed her belief in the right way by basing it on the evidence. By contrast, Miss Not failed to                   
form her belief in the right way by basing it on the defendant’s appearance. 
Let’s make use of some standard terminology, that of propositional and doxastic            
justification. A doxastic state is propositionally justified just in case it is the state one ought to                 1
have; the state that an agent has good reason to have. That doxastic state is doxastically justified                 
just in case it is also formed in the right way; that is, if it is based in the right way. Applying                      2
this to the two jurors case: both jurors’ beliefs are propositionally justified, but only Miss               
Knowit’s belief is doxastically justified. 
Any adequate epistemology needs to be able to accommodate this distinction. However,            
we face a puzzle when we consider how to apply the basing relation to the logical coherence of                  
an agent’s beliefs. Many hold that whether or not an agent’s beliefs are coherent plays a role in                  
1 Others mark the same distinction in terms of ‘justifiable’ and ‘justified’ belief. See Alston (1985) for discussion of                   
different concepts of justification. 
2 I’m going to assume this standard view in epistemology. However, Silva (2014) argues against it. See Oliveira                  
(2015) for a response. 
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the justification of those beliefs. Further, as I’ll later argue, a belief ought to be based on                 
whatever plays a role in justifying that belief. Yet, it is puzzling how a belief could be based on                   
the fact that the agent’s overall belief state is coherent. Any epistemologist is going to need to                 3
answer this question. Of course, the answer could be as simple as denying that coherence plays a                 
role in the justification of one’s beliefs. For example, in the face of these sorts of challenges                 
some epistemologists, otherwise inclined to take coherence to play a role in justification, weaken              
the requirement so that the coherence of the entire doxastic state is not required; instead the                
coherence of a limited subset of that state is required.  4
This question is particularly pressing for the Bayesian. For the Bayesian, probabilistic            
coherence plays a key role in whether an agent’s doxastic state is the right one to have. So the                   
Bayesian cannot reply that coherence doesn’t play a role in the justification of one’s credences,               
or otherwise weaken the requirement, without simply giving up on Bayesianism. Furthermore,            5
when we apply standard approaches to the basing relation to Bayesian epistemology, we run into               
serious problems. The general result we get is that no actual agents base their credences in the                 
right way; indeed they fail to even come close to forming them in the right way. This implies                  
that actual agents’ credences are not even reasonably doxastically justified. Holding fixed the             
standard approaches to the basing relation, we have a problem for Bayesianism. 
However, while the Bayesian can’t deny that coherence plays a role in the justification of               
one’s doxastic states, there are other options available to the Bayesian. Bayesian epistemology             
has largely been discussed in the context of formal epistemology, and less so in mainstream               
epistemology where phenomena like doxastic justification and the basing relation are studied.            
This puzzle gives us an excellent opportunity to consider how the Bayesian ought to think about                
these notions. I’ll argue that the Bayesian can handle the problem of allowing that coherence               
plays a role in doxastic justification by rejecting the standard approaches to the basing relation.               
By drawing on recent work on the basing relation we’ll see that we can develop an account of the                   
3 Indeed this puzzle has been wielded as an objection to coherentism, according to which an agent’s belief is                   
justified in virtue of cohering with the agent’s other beliefs. The objection is that no ordinary agent could base their                    
belief on the coherence of the agent’s entire belief state  See Kornblith (2002: 122-132) for this objection. 
4 Bonjour (2006: 328-329) considers this as a response to Kornblith’s version of this challenge. 
5 It is less common to talk about credences being justified as opposed to beliefs, but there is precedence for it in, for                       
example, Conee and Feldman (2010), Kvanvig (2010), Maher (2004), and Williamson (2000: 200). 
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relation that allows for agents to form their credences in the right way. Think of this as an                  
investigation into how the Bayesian ​should think about the basing relation, as well as the related                
notions of propositional and doxastic justification. My aim is to look at a natural worry that the                 
Bayesian cannot accommodate these notions, and then argue to the contrary that the Bayesian              
can. 
In what follows, I first introduce background on Bayesian epistemology. In section II, I              
consider how to understand the two jurors case and doxastic justification in a Bayesian context.               
In section III, I argue that when we apply the standard approaches to the basing relation to                 
Bayesian epistemology we get the result that no actual agent bases her credences in the right                
way. In section IV, I argue that the results of the previous section constitute a problem for                 
Bayesian epistemology. In section V, I show how the Bayesian can avoid these problematic              
results by drawing on recent work on the basing relation. 
 
I. Bayesian Epistemology 
 
So far we have largely considered doxastic states like my belief that it will rain               
tomorrow. These are called ​binary ​beliefs because these states are either ‘on’ or ‘off,’ one is                
either in the state or not. These can be contrasted with ​degrees of belief or ​credences​. These                 
states correspond to how confident I am in a proposition, rather than being merely ‘on’ or ‘off.’                 
For example, my degree of belief that the sun will rise tomorrow is much stronger than my                 
degree of belief that it will rain tomorrow.  
In a Bayesian context, we investigate credences rather than binary beliefs. The target             
isn’t my belief that P, rather it is my credence ​c in P, where ​c is a real number. More globally,                     
our target isn’t my set of beliefs, it’s my credence function; a function that maps propositions to                 
numbers. These numbers measure how confident the agent is in the proposition. Since my              6
degree of belief that the sun will rise tomorrow is stronger than my degree of belief that it will                   
6 I will assume that a single number measures the degree of beliefs of actual agents. This assumption is                   
controversial, but it is dispensable. We could instead opt for an ‘imprecise Bayesianism’ where sets of real numbers                  
measure the degree of beliefs of actual agents.  See Levi (1974), van Fraassen (2006), and Joyce (2010). 
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rain tomorrow, the number that measures my former degree of belief is larger than the number                
that measures the latter.  7
Bayesianism consists of two key claims. The first claim, (Probabilism), is about what a              8
subject’s credence function should be like at a time. It says that a credence ought to be                 
probabilistically coherent. More fully, (Probabilism) states that a credence function should be a             
probability function, where a function Pr is a probability function just in case it satisfies the                
following three conditions:  9
 
(1) For any proposition P, Pr(P)≥0. 
 
(2) For any necessary proposition P, Pr(P)=1.  10
 
(3) For any mutually exclusive propositions P and Q, Pr(P or Q)=Pr(P)+Pr(Q). 
 
The second claim that characterizes Bayesianism pertains to how a subject’s credence            
function ought to change upon receiving evidence E. First we need the notion of a conditional                
probability. This corresponds to how probable a proposition is, given that another proposition is              
true.  It is customary to define the conditional probability of P given E as follows: 
 
(4) Pr(P│E)=​df​ Pr(P&E)/Pr(E); where Pr(E)>0.  11
 
7 Note that the confidence a number measures need not be occurrent, it could be merely dispositional. 
8 For a fuller presentation of Bayesian epistemology see Hájek and Hartmann (2010), Easwaran (2011), and Strevens                 
(2012). 
9 As an initial background constraint, I assume that the propositions form an algebra; intuitively, that they are closed                   
under negation, disjunction, and conjunction. More formally, the propositions are isomorphic with, or identical              
with, a collection of subsets of a set such that the collection is closed under complement, the union of finitely many                     
sets, and the intersection of finitely many sets. Sometimes this is generalized to allow for the union or intersection                   
of infinitely many sets. 
10 There are different ways of interpreting ‘necessary’ resulting in different accounts. Fortunately, these differences               
won’t matter for our purposes. 
11 Some philosophers prefer to take conditional probabilities as primitive. See Goosen (1979) for an axiomatization                
as well as motivation for taking both unconditional probabilities as well as conditional probabilities as primitive.                
Hájek (2003) argues that not only should we not define conditional probabilities, but that we should analyze                 
unconditional probabilities in terms of conditional ones.  The arguments in the text are not affected by this issue. 
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We can now precisely say how, according to the Bayesian, my credence function should change.               
If I have just learned E, then in order to find out what my new credence in P should be, the                     
Bayesian says to look to what my conditional probability in P given E is. When I learn E, my                   
new credence function Pr​E should relate to my prior credence function Pr in the following way:                
for all propositions P, Pr​E​(P)=Pr(P│E).  Call this constraint (Conditionalization). 
These two constraints characterize a minimal version of Bayesianism. Whether or not            
there should be more constraints is controversial. However, I’ll set aside these other proposals.              12
(Probabilism) and (Conditionalization) are agreed upon by all Bayesians, and these two            
constraints are enough to get the problem going. Further, it is straightforward to apply my               
positive proposal for how the Bayesian should understand the basing relation to these other              
potential constraints. 
The constraints (Probabilism) and (Conditionalization) characterize what an agent’s         
credence function ought to be; more precisely, they indicate which credence functions are             
permissible and which are impermissible for a given agent to have. So the Bayesian constraints               
say that a given agent ought to have one among several permissible credence functions. Earlier I                
understood propositional justification in terms of which beliefs an agent ought to have.             
Generalizing to credences, a credence in P is propositionally justified for an agent when it is the                 
credence an agent ought to have in P. Now, on a view where one can permissibly have different                  
credences in a proposition, there is no single credence that an agent ought to have; rather, there                 
are many credences such that the agent ought to have one of them. On a view that allows for this                    
sort of permissiveness regarding which credences an agent ought to have, I think we should say                
that each of the credences are propositionally justified for a given agent. The minimal version of                
Bayesianism is just such a view. The two Bayesian constraints don’t uniquely characterize a              
credence function for a given agent. Rather they narrow down the range of permissible credence               
functions; that is, they tell us what credences states are propositionally justified for a given agent. 
It’s worth noting that the Bayesian gives an irreducibly holistic account in the sense that,               
in general, whether or not a credence is permissible for an agent can only be determined by                 
looking at the agent’s entire credence function. For example, while a range of credences in               
12 For example, Lewis (1980) proposed the ‘Principal Principle,’ a claim about how an agent’s credences should line                  
up with chances. 
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proposition P may be permissible for an agent, each of those credences can only be permissibly                
held if other particular credences are held. As a simple case, it is only permissible to have a                  
credence of .5 in P if one also has a credence of .5 in ~P. Now, in some cases we can determine                      
whether an agent has a permissible credence without needing to consider the entire credence              
function. For example, if P is necessary, then that is enough to determine that an agent ought to                  
have a credence of 1 in P. But this doesn’t hold generally. For most credences, the Bayesian can                  
only say whether a credence is permissibly held by looking at whether the entire credence               
function is permissibly held. This is mainly a consequence of axiom (3) of (Probabilism). Due               
to this axiom, whether a credence ​c in P is permissible for an agent depends on whether it is the                    
case that for any proposition Q that is inconsistent with P, the agent’s credence in (P or Q) equals                   
the sum of the agent’s credences in P and in Q. Since propositional justification is a holistic                 
matter for the Bayesian, the Bayesian can only say that an individual credence is justified for an                 
agent in virtue of belonging to an entire credence function that is propositionally justified. 
Given this holism, it’s tempting to think of Bayesianism as only applying to entire              
credence functions rather than to individual credences, so let me briefly defend my practice of               
applying Bayesianism to individual credences. First, failing to apply Bayesianism to individual            
credences unduly limits Bayesian epistemology. We make many common sense judgments           
about when an agent has the right individual credence or forms that credence in the right way,                 
and I take it that the Bayesian will want to accommodate these judgments. Moreover, the puzzle                
guiding this paper still arises at the level of entire credence functions. We can distinguish               
between an agent that just so happens to have a credence function that satisfies the Bayesian                
constraints, and an agent that forms her credence function because it satisfies the Bayesian              
constraints. Refusing to apply Bayesian epistemology to individual credences doesn’t avoid the            
puzzle. Finally, nothing that I say here will turn on whether or not we apply Bayesianism to                 
individual credences. The problems and solution that I present can be understood in terms of               
either individual credences or entire credence functions. Since it’s easier, and a bit more              
intuitive, to think about forming individual credences rather than forming entire credence            
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functions, I’ll put things in terms of individual credences. But the reader is welcome to translate                
what I say in terms of entire credence functions.  13
I’ll only focus on mainstream versions of Bayesian epistemology, which take           
(Probabilism) to play an important role in the justification of one’s credences. There are other               
views that arguably deserve the name “Bayesian,” according to which this isn’t the case. For               
example, there is a Bayesian version of Kolodny’s (2007) view where the only feature that               
matters for justification is one’s evidence, and it is simply a knock on effect of the evidential                 
relations that if one correctly aligns one’s credences with the evidence, then one’s credence              
function will satisfy (Probabilism). On such a view, the fact that one’s credences satisfy              14
(Probabilism) plays no role in the justification of one’s credences. For the purposes of this               
paper, I set these views aside. 
However, proponents of the views I’m setting aside may still find the results of this paper                
interesting. Even if satisfying (Probabilism) isn’t important for perfectly rational agents,           
consider imperfect agents. While they may fail to perfectly align their credences with the              
evidence, surely they do better by having a prior credence function that satisfies (Probabilism).              
So (Probabilism) does play a role in distinguishing how an imperfect agent could do better or                
worse.  Imperfect agents play an important role later in the paper. 
To sum up, the Bayesian that I’m focusing on holds that both (Probabilism) and              
(Conditionalization) characterize how an agent should arrange her credences. These constraints           
are what make a particular credence function the right one to have. In other words, a credence                 
function is propositionally justified in virtue of satisfying (Probabilism) and (Conditionalization). 
 
II. The Basing Relation in a Bayesian Context 
 
13 Perhaps we might think of Bayesianism as only telling us about when entire credence functions are permissibly                  
held, but adopt another account for individual credences. However, I’ll set aside such an approach in this paper. We                   
would no longer be considering a pure Bayesian epistemology, but a kind of hybrid view that incorporates                 
Bayesianism. But we have our work cut out for us in just thinking about how a pure Bayesian epistemology should                    
think about the basing relation.  I thank an anonymous referee for the suggestion. 
14 For other views in the same neighborhood, see Williamson (2000: 211), Williamson (2007), and White (2005) and                  
(2010).  For criticism of White’s papers see Meacham (2013). 
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Let’s now consider the basing relation in the Bayesian context. It will be useful to go                
through the two jurors case using degrees of belief. When the two jurors hear the evidence, they                 
learn a particular evidence proposition E. Suppose both jurors’ credence in E changes to 1.               
Further, both jurors recognize that what was presented at the trial was evidence in favor of the                 
proposition that the defendant is guilty. So prior to hearing the evidence, both jurors’ conditional               
probability of the defendant being guilty, G, given E is high. After hearing the evidence, both                
jurors come to have the same high credence in proposition G. But suppose one juror changed her                 
credence in G because she took the evidence E to be a good reason to do so, while the other juror                     
changed her credence in G because of the suspicious appearance of the defendant. From the               
Bayesian point of view, both jurors are doing a good job at doing their epistemic duties; they                 
updated their credences in the way that Bayesianism requires them to. But even though both               
jurors have the right doxastic state, a high credence in G, one of them is in a worse epistemic                   
state than the other. Miss Not’s failure to form her credence in the right way puts her in a worse                    
epistemic position. Putting this in the terminology of propositional and doxastic justification,            
both jurors’ credence in the defendant’s guilt is propositionally justified, but only Miss Knowit’s              
credence is doxastically justified. 
For the Bayesian, the norms that an agent’s credences ought to follow are the Bayesian               
constraints, (Probabilism) and (Conditionalization). This codifies what an agent’s credences          
ought to be; i.e. when they’re propositionally justified. What should we say about how an               
agent’s credences ought to be formed? What should they be based on in order to be doxastically                 
justified?  
The simplest answer is that the credence must be based on the evidence in order to be                 
doxastically justified. This fits with the two jurors case, for Miss Knowit based her credence on                
the evidence, but Miss Not did not. However, this answer is too limited. We need to invoke the                  
basing relation in other cases as well. Consider a case involving axiom (3) of (Probabilism).               
Suppose P and Q are logically incompatible, so (Probabilism) requires that an agent’s credence              
in (P or Q) equal the sum of the agent’s credences in P and Q. Compare two agents. One agent                    
recognizes that P is logically incompatible with Q, and recognizes that the probability of (P or Q)                 
must be the same as the sum of the probability of P and the probability of Q, and sets her                    
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credences accordingly. The other agent doesn’t recognize these facts, rather she just so happens              
to set her credence in (P or Q) equal to the sum of her credence in P and her credence in Q                      
because the tea leaves she read said to. We need to be able to say that there’s some sense in                    
which the first agent is doing better, from an epistemic point of view, than the second agent, even                  
though they both have the same credence. The way to do that is by invoking the basing relation.                  
The first agent has done a better job at forming her credence in the right way than the second                   
agent, due to the basis of the first agent’s credence. However, we can’t say that the first agent                  
has based her credence on her evidence, whereas the second has not, for conditionalizing on               
evidence will only guarantee that one’s credence function satisfies axiom of (3) of (Probabilism)              
if one’s prior credence function satisfies this axiom. The second agent may base her credences               
on the evidence, and yet fail to form her probabilistically coherent prior credence function in the                
right way. The agent’s epistemic deficiency does not consist in failing to base her credence on                
the evidence, rather it consists in failing to base her credences on a feature of (Probabilism).  15
So we need to look elsewhere for a better answer. We would be better served by                
considering the standard take on the relationship between propositional justification and doxastic            
justification. Many epistemologists hold that an agent’s doxastic states ought to be formed on              
the basis of whatever it is that makes those states the right one to have. That is, in order for a                     
doxastic state to be doxastically justified, that state must be based on whatever propositionally              
justifies that state. Thus in the two jurors case, Miss Knowit forms her credence in the right                 16
way in virtue of basing that credence on what makes it the right one to have. And Miss Not fails                    
15 We can also construct a case involving axiom (2) of (Probabilism). Suppose P is a mathematical truth. One agent                    
sets her credence in P to 1 because she recognizes that P is a mathematical truth. A second agent sets her credence                      
in P to 1 because of how much she likes P. The first agent is doing better, from an epistemic point of view, than the                         
second agent in virtue of how she has based her credence. 
16 See Feldman (2002: 46), Korcz (2000: 525-526), Kvanvig (2003: 8), Pollock and Cruz (1999: 35-36), and Swain                  
(1979: 25). This standard answer follows from what Turri (2010) calls the ‘orthodox view’ of the relationship                 
between propositional and doxastic justification, according to which a belief is doxastically justified iff it is based on                  
whatever propositionally justifies that belief. Is it enough for the belief to be based on what makes it the right belief                     
to have; that is, is this sufficient for doxastic justification? Some cases from Turri (2010) cast doubt on this. They                    
purport to show that one can have their belief based in this way, and yet still fail to form their belief in the right way.                         
However, all I need is a necessary condition; that if a doxastic state is doxastically justified then it is based on                     
whatever makes that state propositionally justified. So even if we reject, with Turri, the orthodox view of the                  




to form her credence in the right way because her credence isn’t based on what makes it the right                   
one to have. 
Applying this to Bayesianism, in order for an agent to form her credences in the right                
way, she must base those credences on the Bayesian constraints. They must be formed ​because               
having those credences satisfies both (Probabilism) and (Conditionalization). But basing a           
credence on the fact that it satisfies (Probabilism) is where we get our puzzle. ​Prima facie it is                  
hard to see how a credence could be based on the fact that it satisfies (Probabilism). We can                  
make this worry more acute by considering the standard approaches to the basing relation. As               
we’ll see in the next section, when we consider the standard approaches to the basing relation,                
we’ll find that no normal agent bases her credences on the fact that they satisfy (Probabilism).                
More exactly, no agent bases her credence on every instance of the axioms of (Probabilism).               
This allows that an agent can base her credence on some of the instances of the axioms of                  
(Probabilism), like the agent in the case above that sets her credence in (P or Q) equal to the sum                    
of her credences in P and Q because she sees that P and Q are mutually exclusive and that the                    
credence in the disjunction of two mutually exclusive propositions ought to equal the sum of the                
disjuncts’ credences. She bases her credence on an instance of axiom 3 of (Probabilism). But               
I’ll argue that no agent bases her credence on every instance of the axioms of (Probabilism), and                 
so no agent bases her credence on the fact that her credences satisfy (Probabilism). Since having                
doxastically justified credences requires basing those credences on the fact that one’s credences             
satisfy both Bayesian constraints, it follows that no agent’s credences are doxastically justified.             
In a later section, I’ll argue that this result poses a problem for the Bayesian. 
 
III. Problems for the Bayesian 
 
I now turn to apply the standard approaches to the basing relation to Bayesian              
epistemology. Perhaps the most prominent account of the basing relation is the causal account.              17
The basic idea is that a belief is based on something just in case it is a cause of the belief.                     
17 Different versions of the causal account are defended by Moser (1989), Turri (2011), and McCain (2012). Their                  
accounts are more sophisticated than the one I use, though for reasons that emerge in the text these differences won’t                    
matter for my argument. 
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Applied to credences the idea is that an agent’s credence is based on something just in case it is a                    
cause of the credence: 
 
(Causal)​ Agent S’s credence ​c​ in P is based on R iff R causes S’s credence ​c​ in P. 
 
As noted above, in order for an agent to form a credence in the right way, she must base                   
that credence on the fact that the credence satisfies the Bayesian constraints. Given (Causal),              
this requires the fact that the credence satisfies the Bayesian constraints to cause the agent to                
have that credence. 
I’m going to argue that given (Causal), Bayesianism implies that no agent bases her              
credences in the right way. Now, it is well known that (Causal) faces a variety of objections, and                  
one might worry that I’m setting up a strawman in order to make my case. However, I’ll argue                  
that formulating a causal account that avoids these objection won’t avoid my problem, so we can                
stick with the simpler formulation. But first, let’s see why (Casual) and Bayesianism lead to               
trouble. 
The first problem is that it can’t capture the distinction we want. In the two jurors case                 
Miss Knowit’s credence in the defendant’s guilt doesn’t seem caused by the fact that the               
credence satisfies the Bayesian constraints; in particular, it doesn’t seem caused by the fact that               
her credences satisfy (Probabilism). Presumably it’s caused by hearing and understanding the            
evidence, but not by the fact that her credences are probabilistically coherent. So on this account                
Miss Knowit’s credence isn’t doxastically justified and we can’t distinguish between the two             
jurors. 
However, the account faces deeper worries. For it will never be the case that the fact that                 
a credence function satisfies (Probabilism) is a cause of the agent having a credence that belongs                
to that credence function. This requires that a feature of an agent’s doxastic state at a time is a                   
cause of a part of the agent’s doxastic state at that time. But this is impossible. There’s a kind of                    
objectionable circularity here; in order for the credence to be caused, the doxastic state must be a                 
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probability function, but in order for the doxastic state to be a probability function, the credence                
must exist.  So given (Causal), no agent ever forms her credences in the right way.  18
Of course, causal accounts of the basing relation face a variety of objections. One might               
suspect that if the causal account could be fixed up in such a way that it avoids these objections,                   
then my problem will be handled as well. However, this suspicion does not hold up to scrutiny.                 
The standard objections to causal accounts claim that the theory ​overgenerates instances of the              
basing relation. That is, the theory implies that doxastic states have more bases than they               
actually do. For example, the well-known objection from ​deviant causal chains purports to show              
that the causal account overgenerates bases for doxastic states by exploiting bizarre ways that              
something could cause the state. But fixing the problem of overgeneration will do nothing to               19
fix my problem. For that fix will keep the account from overgenerating bases, but my problem is                 
that the account, together with Bayesianism, undergenerates bases. 
More generally, proposed modifications of causal accounts usually add further          
constraints that a causal relation needs to meet in order to get basing. But this makes it harder to                   
get basing, not easier. My problem is that the simple causal account already makes it too hard to                  
get basing in a Bayesian context. 
Perhaps instead of requiring that the basis of the credence be the fact that the credence                
function that the credence belongs to satisfies the Bayesian constraints, why not require that the               
basis be a mental state that represents that the credence function satisfies the Bayesian              
constraints? This approach is in the vein of a doxastic account of the basing relation, so let’s                 
turn to that account. The basic idea behind the account is that an agent’s belief is based on                  20
something just in case the agent takes it to be a reason to have the belief. In the case of                    
18 Instead of understanding basing in terms of the original cause of the doxastic states, some philosophers understand                  
basing in terms of what causally sustains the doxastic state. For example, see Dretske (1999: 88-91) and Moser                  
(1989: 156-158). However, switching to talk of causal sustaining doesn’t make the problematic causal relations any                
more palatable. 
19 Here’s an example from Plantinga (1993: 69, n. 8): “Suddenly seeing Sylvia, I form the belief that I see her; as a                       
result, I become rattled and drop my cup of tea, scalding my leg. I then form the belief that my leg hurts; but though                        
the former belief is a (part) cause of the latter, it is not the case that I accept the latter on the evidential basis of the                          
former.”  Pollock and Cruz (1999: 35-36) also give this objection. 
20 A doxastic account is defended by Tolliver (1981). Longino (1978) and Audi (1986) both defend accounts that                  
take a doxastic condition to be a necessary, though not sufficient, condition. 
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credences, an agent’s credence ​c in P is based on something just in case the agent takes it to be a                     
reason to have that credence.  More precisely: 
 
(Doxastic)​ Agent S’s credence ​c​ in P is based on R iff S takes R to be a reason to have ​c​ in P.  21
 
Given (Doxastic), an agent forms a credence in the right way just in case she takes the                 
fact that her credences satisfy the Bayesian constraints to be a reason to have that credence.                
(Doxastic) requires that an agent have appropriate higher-order beliefs or credences about her             
own credences and takes those higher-order beliefs to be reasons to have those credences. But               
this leads to serious problems with basing on (Probabilism). 
The problem is that in order for an agent to base her credence on what propositionally                
justifies that credence she will need to base it on the fact that the credence is a part of a                    
probabilistic credence function. (Doxastic) requires that the agent take the fact that her             
credences are probabilistically coherent to be a reason to have the credence. Here is where we                
get our problem. For it isn’t plausible that actual agents are able to grasp all of their credences at                   
the same time in order to determine whether they are probabilistically coherent. As a result,               22
this account can’t capture the distinctions we want. Consider the two jurors case and suppose               
that Miss Knowit cannot grasp all of her credences. Then on this account, Miss Knowit lacks                
doxastic justification and we can’t distinguish between Miss Knowit and Miss Not. 
But even if we waived the previous point, as with (Causal), there is a deeper problem for                 
(Doxastic). (Doxastic) combined with Bayesianism requires an agent to have powerful cognitive            
resources in order to determine whether a particular credence satisfies the Bayesian constraints;             
particularly due to (Probabilism). This is so because (Doxastic) requires that the agent check for               
probabilistic coherence among all of her credences. However, there are strong arguments against             
views requiring rational agents to have such resources. These arguments are familiar in the              23
21 See Audi (1986) and Leite (2008) for discussion of what it means to take something to be a reason to have a 
doxastic state. 
22 Kornblith (2002: 124) makes this point with respect to binary beliefs. 
23 Cherniak (1986: 92-95). The argument is directed against the view that it is constitutive of rationality that one                   
accept the laws of logic. Kornblith (2002: 128-130, 132-135) uses Cherniak’s argument against internalism about               
justification.  Harman (1986: 25-27) makes a somewhat similar argument. 
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case of the coherence of binary beliefs, and it is straightforward to apply them to probabilistic                
coherence. 
(Probabilism) requires that one’s credence function should obey axiom (3) from above,            
which says that if two propositions are mutually exclusive then the probability of their              
disjunction is the sum of their probability. Let us restrict our attention to cases where               
propositions are logically incompatible. By (Doxastic), in order for an agent’s credence ​c in P to                
be based on the fact that the credence satisfies the Bayesian constraints, the agent must believe                
that having ​c in P satisfies axiom (3). That is, the agent must believe that for any proposition Q                   
the agent has a credence in, that is logically incompatible with P, the sum of the agent’s                 
credences in P and Q ought to equal the agent’s credence in the disjunction of these propositions.                 
But not only must they have the belief, but they must take this belief to be a reason to have that                     
credence. Among other things, this will require that an agent assess whether P is logically               
incompatible with every other proposition that the agent has a credence in. Further when a               
proposition is incompatible with P, the agent must take that fact to be a reason to set her                  
credences accordingly. But given the massive number of propositions that most agents have             
credences in, this task is too difficult for any actual agent to perform. Hence, actual agents                24
never form their credences in the right way.  25
A natural thought is to understand the doxastic account in a weaker way. Suppose that an                
agent’s credence function satisfies the Bayesian constraints, the agent believes that their            
credence function satisfies the Bayesian constraints, and takes this belief to be a reason to have                
24 Here’s one way to make the point. Suppose the agent has a credence in just 137 other propositions, and needs to                      
determine whether P is logically incompatible with the conjunction of the 137 propositions. A system that                
determined whether the set of 138 propositions is logically compatible using a truth table, and reading one line of                   
the truth table in the time it takes a light ray to traverse the diameter of a proton, would take more than twenty                       
billion years. To put it mildly, this is far out of the reach of our cognitive systems. See Cherniak (1986: 143, n. 13)                       
for a proof of this. Of course an actual agent may not satisfy all of these assumptions, but the proof allows us to see                        
just how demanding this task is. 
25 It might be thought that appealing to the possible worlds approach of, say, Lewis (1981) will avoid this argument                    
since it doesn’t require checking for consistency between every proposition that one has a credence. But the                 
problem still arises. First, the approach requires ensuring that one’s credences in each of the worlds sum to 1.                   
Moreover, the approach usually defines credences in propositions in terms of the sum of the credences in the worlds                   
where the proposition is true. But agents that aren’t perfectly rational can have their credence in a proposition differ                   
from the sum of their credences in the worlds where the proposition is true. So we must add another norm that says                      
that a credence in a proposition ought to equal the sum of the credences in the worlds where the proposition is true.                      
But both this task as well as the task of ensuring that one’s credences in each of the worlds sums to 1 are far too                         
demanding for an actual agent to take to be a reason to have a credence. 
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the credences that are part of that credence function. Is this enough to form their credences in                 
the right way? The only way we can determine that is if the belief that their credence function                  
satisfies the Bayesian constraints is also formed in the right way. For if the belief that one’s                 
credences satisfy the Bayesian constraints isn’t formed in the right way then it isn’t doxastically               
justified. And if it isn’t doxastically justified, then it can’t be used to doxastically justify one’s                
credences. Now, it might be tempting to hold that all the agent needs is to be appropriately                 
sensitive to whether the credence satisfies the Bayesian constraints, perhaps by understanding            
appropriate sensitivity in terms of reliability. But in keeping with our concern with the basing               
relation we also need to worry about the basis of the belief that the credence satisfies the                 
Bayesian constraints. Here we need to apply a doxastic account of the basing relation, for we                
need a unified account of the basing relation. We don’t want one account for credences and a                 
different one for beliefs. Since the belief that one’s credences are probabilistically coherent             
doesn’t seem to be a basic belief, in order for the belief that one’s credences satisfy the Bayesian                  
constraints to be formed in the right way, the agent must have good reasons for this belief. And                  
having good reasons for this belief, in accordance with a doxastic account of the basing relation,                
will ultimately require that the agent check whether their credences satisfy the Bayesian             
constraints. So we are back to our original problem, for this task is too difficult for any normal                  
agent to perform.  26
So we run into trouble with both the causal account and the doxastic account. The               
trouble generalizes too, because other prominent accounts of the basing relation make use of              
notions from these accounts. For example, Swain (1981) has developed a causal account that              
makes use of counterfactual causes in order to avoid problems facing standard causal accounts.              
Roughly, R is the basis of a doxastic state just in case either R is the actual cause of that state, or                      
if the actual cause had not caused the state, then R would have caused the state. However, this                  
account will face the same problems as the causal account. Above, I argued that it’s impossible                
26 I mentioned the notion of reliability. Why not simply understand basing in terms of the processes that form                   
credences, and hold that a credence is formed in the right way when the process that forms it is reliable with respect                      
to satisfying the Bayesian constraints? Ultimately, this is in the vein of my own proposal, but as stated we don’t                    
have an acceptable account of the basing relation. Limiting basing merely to processes that form doxastic states is                  
too limited, for we want other things to be bases as well; e.g. other doxastic states, experiences, etc. The account is                     
too narrow, we need a broader account. 
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for the fact that a credence function satisfies the Bayesian constraints to be the cause of an                 
agent’s credence that is part of that credence function. This implies that it cannot be a                
counterfactual cause.  27
We can even say something a bit more general. Standard approaches to the basing              
relation are guided either by causal factors, or by doxastic factors, or a mix of the two. But                  28
we’ve seen that being guided by either causal factors or doxastic factors leads to the result that                 
normal agents do not form their credences in the right way, since they do not allow normal                 
agents to base their credences on the fact that they satisfy (Probabilism). Since standard              
approaches are guided by these two factors we get serious trouble when Bayesianism is              
combined with the standard ways of thinking about the basing relation. 
 
IV. Is this a Problem for the Bayesian? 
 
We have seen that when we apply standard ways of thinking about the basing relation to                
Bayesianism we get the result that actual agents fail to form their credences in the right way; that                  
is, they fail to have doxastically justified credences. In this section, I argue that the results from                 
the previous section constitute a serious problem for Bayesianism. 
The result that actual agents fail to form their credences in the right way is a problem to                  
the extent that we think that actual agents ​do ​form their credences in the right way. We might                  
make the case by analogy with binary belief. We take it that actual agents often form their                 
beliefs in the right way; that is, that actual agents often have doxastically justified beliefs. To the                 
extent that a theory implies that agents do not have doxastically justified beliefs, that is a mark                 
against the theory. Likewise, if we ordinarily take it that actual agents have doxastically justified               
credences, then to the extent that a theory implies that actual agents do not have doxastically                
justified credences, that is a mark against the theory. 
27 We also get a problem with Korcz’s (2000) hybrid causal-doxastic account of the basing relation. The rough idea                   
is that a belief is based on R just in case either R is the cause, or the agent takes R to be a reason to have that belief.                             
But, this account will simply inherit the problems that face both the causal and the doxastic accounts. If no agent                    
can satisfy either disjunct, then no agent can satisfy the disjunction. 
28 Keith Korcz’s ​Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy ​entry on the basing relation as well as his paper “Recent                  
Work on the Basing Relation” only discusses causal accounts, doxastic accounts, and the accounts I mentioned that                 
make use of causal or doxastic factors. 
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However, things are not so simple, for actual agents often don’t form their credences in               
the right way. Actual agents often fail to satisfy the Bayesian constraints. For example, I don’t                
always perfectly conditionalize on my evidence. Moreover, there are many complicated logical            
truths that I don’t have a credence of 1 in. And I’m not unique in this respect. If actual agents                    
don’t satisfy the Bayesian constraints, then they don’t have the right credences. And if they               
don’t have the right credences, then they don’t form their credences in the right way; for in order                  
for a doxastic state to be formed in the right way, it must be based on what makes that doxastic                    
state the right one to have. If that doxastic state isn’t the right one to have, then nothing makes it                    
the case that it is the right one to have. So we already have reason to think that actual agents                    
often don’t form their credences in the right way. If this is right, then the result of the last                   
section is no problem for the Bayesian, since agents don’t have doxastically justified credences.              
The fact that applying the standard approaches to the basing relation to Bayesianism implies this               
is not a bad result. 
So there is reason to think that this isn’t a bad result. However, I’ll argue that the results                  
from the previous section still lead to trouble for the Bayesian. The Bayesian needs to be able to                  
say that there is ​some sense in which normal, everday agents are doing better than, intuitively,                
extremely irrational agents. Or that there is some sense in which, say, I’m doing better               
epistemically than I was doing ten years ago. The Bayesian needs some way of evaluating               
agents that is more fine-grained than whether they satisfy the Bayesian constraints.  
While actual agents don’t meet the Bayesian constraints, they can do better or worse at               
satisfying those constraints. And if we focus on a particular subset of our credences, perhaps               
ones that are logically/mathematically simple, then that subset can fare reasonably well when it              
comes to the Bayesian constraints. While Bayesianism is holistic, it can be extended to yield               
evaluations of individual credences. For example, the first two axioms of (Probabilism) can be              
individually evaluated. Of my current credence ​c in P, we can ask whether ​c​≥0. We can also ask                  
whether ​c​=1, if P is necessary. (Conditionalization) also suggests a way of evaluating individual              
credence assignments. We can ask if my credence in P is equal to the number that                
(Conditionalization) says it should be. Here we can clearly make sense of an agent doing better                
or worse at changing her credence in response to the evidence. A credence that is close but not                  
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exactly the result of conditionalizing on one’s evidence is much better than being wildly off.               
The most holistic part comes in with respect to axiom (3) of (Probabilism). For this axiom                
involves the relationships between credences. However, there are still things we can say about              
individual credences. A particular credence can do better or worse based on how many              
violations of (3) it is involved in.  
By way of example, suppose we have two agents whose credences don’t completely             
satisfy the Bayesian constraints, on the grounds that they haven’t perfectly conditionalized on             
their evidence. However, one agent’s credences are much closer to where they should be              
compared with the other agent’s credences. There is a clear sense in which the first agent is                 
doing much better than the second, and a natural way in which we can evaluate individual                
credences is by considering how far away they are from where (Conditionalization) says they              
ought to be. 
So we can make sense of particular credences being more or less the right ones to have,                 
and we can make sense of an agent’s credence function being more or less the right one to have.                   
With this in mind, the door is open to hold that actual agents do a reasonably good job at having                    
the right credences, at least with respect to logically and mathematically simple propositions.             
Further, it is open to hold that actual agents do a reasonably good job at forming their credences.                  
This seems quite plausible. We will at least want to hold that some actual agents form their                 
credences well enough that we can distinguish them from agents who form their credences in               
clearly bad ways. The two jurors case is a good example of this. Even if Miss Knowit doesn’t                  
do a perfect job at forming her credences in the right way, we still want to say that there is a                     
substantial way in which she’s doing better than Miss Not. 
With this in mind, we can adopt a degreed notion of justification, corresponding to               
doing better or worse at forming one’s credences. The better the agent does at forming her                29
credences, the greater the doxastic justification. While actual agents don’t have perfectly            
doxastically justified credences they do have a reasonable degree of doxastic justification for             
those credences. 
29 It is somewhat uncommon to use a degreed notion of justification, but some epistemologists make use of it, and                    
we can clearly make sense of it. To borrow an example from Plantinga (1988: 2): my belief that I live in                     
Massachusetts is more justified than my belief that Homer was born before 800 B.C. 
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The result of the previous section shows that Bayesianism and the standard accounts of              
the basing relation imply that actual agents never form their credences in the right way. As                
we’ve seen, this isn’t a problematic result, for actual agents often don’t form their credences in                
the right way. But actual agents do manage to do a reasonably good job at forming their                 
credences in the right way. So it is a problem if Bayesianism entails that they don’t even come                  
close. And the results from the previous section generalize to show that, given the standard               
approaches to the basing relation, Bayesianism does imply that actual agents don’t even come              
close. This is straightforward on the causal account of the basing relation, for the required causal                
relations aren’t possible. It’s only slightly less straightforward on the doxastic account. Given             
the amount of computing power required, and how far beyond our reach it is, actual agents do                 
not even get close. Since the standard ways of thinking about the basing relation are guided by                 
either causal or doxastic factors, they imply that actual agents cannot even get close to forming                
their credences in the right way. 
Given the standard ways of thinking about the basing relation, the Bayesian cannot             
countenance an epistemic distinction between myself and someone with the same credences who             
forms them in seemingly bizarre ways. The Bayesian can’t make an epistemic distinction             
between the two jurors who end up with the right credence. Yet ​there is an epistemic                30
distinction between the two jurors. Even worse, given the connection between a doxastic state              
being formed in the right way and that state being doxastically justified, Bayesianism implies              
that we always lack doxastic justification for our credences. Yet, actual agents do ​sometimes              
have credences that are doxastically justified to a reasonable degree. This gives us a serious               
problem for Bayesianism. 
I think that this problem gets at a common complaint about Bayesianism. It is not               
uncommon to hear a complaint along the following lines: “Bayesianism is a mathematically             
elegant theory, but it has little to do with epistemic norms that apply to human beings.” We can                  
admit that actual agents can do reasonably well at having the right credences, though not               
30 Perhaps the Bayesian can still make a very fine-grained distinction between the two jurors. The first juror does a                    
slightly better job at forming her credence than the second juror. But this isn’t enough to mark an epistemically                   
significant distinction between them. We want to say that there is a significant sense in which the first juror is doing                     
a reasonable job at forming her credences, and that distinguishes her from the second juror. 
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perfectly well. But, upon considering the basing relation, we seem to get the result that actual                
agents never come close to forming their credences in the right way.  31
 
V. Basing for the Bayesian 
 
The preceding results lead to serious trouble for Bayesianism. I will now argue,             
however, that by re-thinking the standard approaches to the basing relation, we avoid these              
problems. The Bayesian can adopt an alternative account of the basing relation that allows that               
agents can base their credences on the fact that they satisfy (Probabilism). Or in the case of                 
agents that don’t perfectly satisfy the Bayesian constraints, they can base their credences on the               
elements of (Probabilism) that they do satisfy. 
To achieve that end, let’s take a step back and think about what kind of picture of the                  
basing relation would work better. The standard approaches require that the basis of a doxastic               
state directly explain why the agent has that doxastic state. But the natural ways in which a basis                  
explains a doxastic state are by causing that state, or by being something that the agent takes to                  
be a reason to have the state.  As we’ve seen, this leads to problems in a Bayesian context.  
A better approach allows that the basis is less directly explanatorily relevant to the              
doxastic state. For example, if we favored a causal way of thinking about the basing relation we                 
would only require that the basis is somehow causally relevant to the doxastic state without               
actually being a cause of the state. If we can find a way to spell out this picture into a full                     
account of the basing relation, then there’s promise that the Bayesian can avoid the problems of                
the previous sections. 
As it turns out Thomas Kelly (2002) has proposed a general constraint on the basing               
relation that gives us what we want: 
 
(Conditions) Whether R is a reason on which S’s believing P is based will be reflected in the                  
conditions under which S would (or would not) continue to believe P.  32
31 Harman (1986: 25-27) makes a somewhat similar point. 
32 Kelly (2002: 175). I have made (Conditions) more specific than Kelly does, so it is more relevant for our                    




Kelly proposes it in a different context, but it will turn out to be useful for guiding us towards an                    
account of the basing relation that works better in a Bayesian context. But first let’s consider the                 
plausibility of (Conditions). 
The plausibility of (Conditions) comes out when we see how natural it is to presuppose it                
in particular cases. Consider the two jurors case. It’s intuitive to say that Miss Knowit has based                 
her belief that the defendant is guilty on the evidence, because the conditions under which she                
would continue to believe that the defendant is guilty are sensitive to the evidence. If she later                 
found out that the evidence was fabricated, she would not continue to believe that the defendant                
is guilty. In the case of Miss Not, it’s intuitive to say that she did not base her belief that the                     
defendant is guilty on the evidence, because the conditions under which she would continue to               
have that belief are not sensitive to the evidence. If she found out that the evidence was                 
unreliable, she would continue to have the belief. By contrast, if she realized that the defendant                
was not really suspicious-looking, but he only appeared that way due to the lighting, then she                
would not continue to believe that the defendant is guilty. 
Evans (2013) offers a different case to motivate (Conditions). The case comes from an              
experiment reported in Haidt (2014). In the experiment, subjects are given a hypothetical case              
involving incest; by design the instance of incest cannot lead to bad consequences. Many              
subjects report a strong belief that this instance of incest is wrong. When asked why it is wrong,                  
they offer a variety of reasons involving bad consequences that often result from incest.              
However, when reminded that these reasons do not apply to this case, they do not give up their                  
belief that this instance of incest is wrong. Rather, they either provide different reasons or               
provide no reasons at all. Intuitively, the subjects’ belief that the instance of incest is wrong is                 
not based on the reasons they gave, because when they see that their reasons are not good ones,                  
they don’t give up the belief. 
Evans takes this case to motivate (Conditions). (Conditions) can explain our intuition            
that the subjects have not based their belief on the reasons they give. The thought is that since                  
the subjects do not give up their belief that the instance of incest is wrong when the reasons they                   
conditions under which S would (or would not) continue to φ.” Evans (2013) uses (Conditions) to critique existing                  
accounts of the basing relation, and motivate his own account. 
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give are rebuked, then the conditions under which they continue to have that belief do not reflect                 
those reasons.  By (Conditions), those reasons are not the basis for their belief. 
First, let’s translate (Conditions) into the Bayesian’s ideology: 
 
(B-Conditions) Whether R is a reason on which S’s credence ​c in P is based will be reflected in                   
the conditions under which S would (or would not) continue to have ​c​ in P.  33
 
(B-Conditions) allows for a looser connection between a credence and its basis than the              
previous conceptions of the basing relation that we were working with. Consider the doxastic              
account of the basing relation. As we saw in Haidt’s case involving judgments about incest, an                
agent can take something to be a reason to have a belief or credence, even though the reason is                   
not reflected in the conditions under which the agent would continue to have that belief or                
credence. As for the causal account of the basing relation, (B-Conditions) allows for a more               34
indirect causal connection than does (Causal). 
I think (B-Conditions) is plausible, and is motivated by considering how it applies to the               
two jurors case and Haidt’s case. So I’ll be assuming it from here on out, and showing that the                   
Bayesian can use it to provide a more adequate account of the basing relation. Clearly, this falls                 
short of a full defense of (B-Conditions). But my main goal is just to show that there is a                   
principled and ​non-ad-hoc conception of the basing relation that the Bayesian can adopt that              
avoids the problems described above. In other words, I’m interested in how the Bayesian ​should               
think about the basing relation. 
Now let’s turn to specific accounts of the basing relation that are guided by              
(B-Conditions). In effect, we are looking for ways of more precisely spelling out what it takes                
for the conditions under which an agent would continue to have a credence to reflect a basis.                 
The way I was making use of (Conditions) when I considered the two jurors case and Haidt’s                 
incest case was in terms of counterfactuals. Indeed, it is very natural to try to capture this in                  
33 It might be preferable to weaken this so that it only requires that the basis be reflected in the conditions under                      
which S would (or would not) continue to have ​c or a nearby credence in P. But I’ll keep working with the simpler                       
principle in the text. 




terms of counterfactuals. The conditions under which an agent holds a belief are sensitive to R                
just in case the following counterfactual holds: 
 
(5) If the agent were to no longer have R, then she would no longer hold the belief. 
 
Unfortunately, understanding conditions in terms of such counterfactuals is too crude. Suppose            
an agent’s belief is overdetermined, in that the belief is based on two reasons and she would still                  
have the belief if she lost only one of the reasons, but she would no longer hold the belief if she                     
lost both. In this case, the instance of (5) would be false for both reasons. But that fact doesn’t                   
disqualify the agent from basing her belief on those reasons. 
We can do better by appealing to dispositions. We can say that the conditions under               
which an agent would hold a belief are sensitive to R just in case the agent has the disposition                   
characterized as: 
 
(6) The agent is disposed to lose her belief if she loses R. 
 
This avoids the difficulty of the agent with two reasons. An agent can be disposed to lose her                  
belief if she loses one of the two reasons, even though were she to lose one of the reasons, she                    
wouldn’t lose the belief, since she still has the other reason. She can still have the disposition,                 
even though the corresponding counterfactual is false. The presence of the other reason keeps              
the disposition’s manifestation from obtaining. 
Switching to credences, the idea is that for the conditions under which an agent would               
continue to have a credence to reflect a basis is for the agent to be disposed to revise her                   
credence if she loses that basis. The simplest way of turning this into a full account of basing is                   
by taking this disposition to be ​all there is to the basing relation. This is Evans’ (2013)                 





(Disposition) ​S’s credence ​c in P is based on R iff S has the disposition to revise her credence in                    
P if R does not hold.  35
 
Before applying (Disposition), let me clarify what I mean by the expression ‘R does not               
hold.’ I’m thinking of the sorts of things that are the bases for doxastic states as being fact-like.                  
The fact that something is reliably formed, the fact that is it probabilistically coherent, and so on.                 
So the natural way of interpreting the expression is by saying that the fact does not obtain;                 
alternatively, we could say that the proposition that expresses the fact is not true. 
(Disposition) can do the work we want. An agent can have a disposition to revise her                
credences if they do not satisfy (Probabilism). By adopting (Disposition), we can say that the               
agent has based her credences on the fact that they satisfy (Probabilism). This allows us to solve                 
our key problem of giving an account of how an agent can base her credences on the fact that                   
they satisfy the Bayesian constraints. 
To illustrate, let’s consider the two jurors case. We can say that Miss Knowit has based                
her credence in the defendant’s guilt on the fact that having the credence satisfies the Bayesian                
constraints, on the grounds that she is disposed to revise her credence if having that credence                
does not satisfy the Bayesian constraints. We can consider each constraint in turn. Miss Knowit               
has the disposition to revise her credence in the defendant’s guilt, if that credence does not                
satisfy (Conditionalization). Further, Miss Knowit has the disposition to revise her credence, if             
her credences do not satisfy (Probabilism). However, Miss Not does not have the disposition to               
revise her credence, if that credence does not satisfy (Conditionalization), for she is not moved               
by her evidence. So we can distinguish the two jurors on these grounds. We can say that both                  
jurors have the right credence, but only Miss Knowit has formed her credence in the right way,                 
in virtue of the fact that she has the relevant disposition.  36
35 Evans only considers a dispositional account in the context of binary belief, rather than credences, and so does not                    
consider the issue how the Bayesian should accommodate the basing relation. 
36 What if, in the event that her credence doesn’t satisfy the Bayesian constraints, an agent would instead change her                    
credence in a different proposition? For example, suppose an agent is disposed to revise her credence in P if the                    
sum of her credences in P and ~P fails to sum to 1. Does this imply that the agent is not disposed to revise her                         
credence in ~P if the sum of the credences in P and ~P fails to sum to 1? No, the agent can still be disposed to revise                           
her credence in ~P, even if she wouldn’t have changed it had her credences not satisfied the Bayesian constraints.                   
It’s just that she has a disposition to revise her credence in P as well, so by revealing the manifestation of this                      
disposition, she doesn’t reveal the manifestation of the disposition to revise her credence in ~P. As much research                  
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The key question to ask is whether (Disposition) avoids the problems that faced the              
standard causal and doxastic accounts we considered above. It’s clear that (Disposition) avoids             
the problems that arose in connection with (Causal), since (Disposition) doesn’t require any kind              
of causal relation between a feature of the juror’s doxastic state at a time and a part of that                   
doxastic state. However, one might object that just as (Doxastic) required that an agent check               
whether her credences are probabilistically coherent, (Disposition) does as well. While           
(Disposition) doesn’t require that the agent take the fact that her credences are probabilistically              
coherent to be a reason to have the credences, surely having a disposition to revise one’s                
credences if they don’t satisfy (Probabilism) requires checking that the credences are            
probabilistically coherent. If the agent, or at least their cognitive system, isn’t doing these              
checks, then it would seem to be by luck or magic that she manages to have these dispositions.  37
This is a perfectly natural objection; however, there is a strong response. As it turns out,                
an agent can have a disposition to revise her credences if they don’t satisfy the Bayesian                
constraints, even if there is no sense in which the agent is computing her credences. Instead, it                 
could be the case that the structure of the cognitive system is set up that so that it is simply a                     
mechanical matter that the credences will be revised if they don’t satisfy the Bayesian              
constraints. Consider an analogy. A sundial has the disposition to display a shadow on a               
specific region, if it is a specific time of day. But clearly there’s nothing in the sundial that’s                  38
calculating the angle of the sun. Rather, the sundial has the disposition it does, because of the                 
structure of the sundial.  The same can hold for our cognitive system. 
For example, consider a simple, but highly unrealistic, model of how a cognitive system              
might work. Suppose that credences correspond to a fluid that occupies a container in our brains.                
There are various regions in the container corresponding to different propositions, and the height              
of the level of the fluid in a region corresponds to how high the credence is in the proposition                   
that corresponds to that region. Now there might be canals in the container so that whenever the                 
fluid occupies the region for a proposition some of the fluid will flow from that region to another                  
region. Suppose the canals are so arranged that for any region for a proposition P, some of the                  
on dispositions has revealed, something possessing the disposition to manifest M, given stimulus S does not                
guarantee the truth of the counterfactual that if M obtained, then S would obtain. 
37 I thank an anonymous referee for this objection. 
38 I thank Chris Meacham for the example of a sundial. 
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fluid will flow to various regions corresponding to disjunctions of P with propositions that are               
inconsistent with P. These canals create the tendency for there to be as much fluid in P as there                   
is that flows from P to one of these disjunction regions.  
Let’s focus on one of these disjunction regions. Consider a region that corresponds to the               
disjunction of P and Q where P and Q are mutually exclusive. The canals create the tendency for                  
the same amount of fluid that occupies the P-region to flow from the P-region to the (P or                  
Q)-region, and likewise for the Q-region. In virtue of these canals, the overall system will be                
disposed to have the same quantity of fluid in the (P or Q)-region as the sum of the quantities of                    
fluid in the P-region and in the Q-region; that is, the system will have the disposition for the                  
credence in (P or Q) to equal the sum of the credence in P and the credence in Q. But the system                      
can have this disposition without anything actually computing the credences. It simply has the              
disposition as a result of the structure of the system. 
Clearly, it is unrealistic that what’s actually going on in our cognitive systems is anything               
like my simple model. But the purpose of the model is simply to show how a system could have                   
a disposition to revise one’s credences if they don’t satisfy the Bayesian constraints without any               
computation going on. Once we see the general idea, then we can consider more realistic models                
of human cognition that don’t proceed in computational terms. There is a thriving research              
program devoted to non-computational approaches to different aspects of human cognition.           
There are various ‘dynamical models’ put forward, such as the well-known connectionist            
models.  39
Now, if an agent can have the disposition to revise her credences if they don’t satisfy                
(Probabilism) without needing to compute those credences, then we avoid the worry that faced              
(Doxastic) since that worry was based on the fact that computing whether one’s credences satisfy               
(Probabilism) is an intractable task. But why can’t we use the same strategy to defend               
(Doxastic) against the worry? Why can’t an agent take the fact that her credences are               
probabilistically coherent to be a reason to have her credences without checking and computing              
those credences? We can’t use this strategy to defend (Doxastic) because an agent’s taking              
39 See Van Gelder (1995) for an illuminating discussion of the difference between computational and               
non-computational processes and how non-computational processes can be applied to human cognition. See Garson              
(2016) for an overview of the connectionist program. 
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something to be a reason for a doxastic state requires that the agent actually represent what it is                  
that they are taking to be a reason for that doxastic state. Computational approaches are               40
representational, for a computational process can be described, at some level of abstraction, as              
the manipulation of symbols. For example, a truth table method for determining consistency is              
clearly a process that proceeds by way of manipulating symbols. But non-computational            
processes are, in general, not representational in this way. In the fluid in the container model                41
that I presented above, there isn’t any sense in which the system is manipulating any symbols, so                 
there’s no sense in which the system is calculating or determining the coherence of the               
credences. But if the process doesn’t represent the reasons for the doxastic state, then an agent                
can’t take those reasons to be reasons to have that doxastic state. So if what is going on in an                    
agent’s cognitive system is something like the fluid in container model, and there’s no              
accompanying computational process, then we can’t say that the agent is taking the coherence of               
her credences to be a reason to have those credences. Here’s a concrete example. Suppose an                
agent has probabilistically coherent credences and forms the belief that her credences are             
probabilistically coherent. However, suppose the process that produced that belief doesn’t           
represent any of the reasons for that belief; for example, for each pair of mutually exclusive                
propositions, the process doesn’t represent the fact that the sum of the credences in those               
propositions is equal to the credence in their disjunction. It doesn’t seem right to say that the                 
agent is taking these facts about the correlation between the sum of the credences in two                
exclusive propositions and the credence in their disjunction to be a reason to have the belief that                 
her credences are probabilistically coherent. 
Of course, much of this depends on how we understand taking something to be a reason                
for a doxastic state. We could always choose to talk in such a way that if a non-computational                  
process regulates the coherence of an agent’s credences, then that counts as an agent taking the                
coherence of their credences to be a reason to have those credences. If we interpreted (Doxastic)                
in this way, then it would avoid my objection. But this is at odds with how (Doxastic) is                  
40 This is how both Audi (1986) and Leite (2008) understand what it is for an agent to take something to be a reason                        
for a doxastic state. 
41 See Van Gelder (1995) for more on how computational processes are representational, whereas non-computational               
processes need not be. 
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normally and traditionally understood, and is really much in line with my own approach              
characterized by (Disposition). 
Another advantage of (Disposition) is that in light of the observation that actual agents              
generally don’t perfectly satisfy the Bayesian constraints, there is no general problem with actual              
agents being able to come close to the standards set by (Disposition). While we generally don’t                
satisfy the Bayesian constraints, we can do better or worse at satisfying them, and we can single                 
out individual credences or sets of credences and evaluate those credences. (Disposition) allows             
us to extend that thought to the bases of credences as well. An agent might not perfectly satisfy                  
the Bayesian constraints, but still come reasonably close. Further, that agent can be disposed to               
revise her credences if they are not reasonably close. So we can say that the agent did a                  
reasonably, though not perfectly, good job at forming her credences.  42
While (Disposition) allows us to secure the basing relations that we want, one might              
worry that it is too permissive in the basing relations that it allows. Does it allow doxastic states                  
to be based on intuitively bizarre facts? Fortunately, the account avoids this worry. Using              
dispositions keeps this account more discriminating than a simple counterfactual account. Even            
though an agent’s doxastic states can be counterfactually dependent on all sorts of facts, the               
agent will not have dispositions sensitive to all these facts. For example, if my parents had never                 
met, then I wouldn’t have formed the credences that I did, but I don’t have the disposition to                  
revise my credences if my parents didn’t meet. We have a principled way, on this account, to                 
deny that the fact that my parents met is a basis of my credences.  43
(Disposition) is a somewhat minimal account of the basing relation. Some philosophers            
may prefer accounts that are closer in spirit to the causal or doxastic accounts of the basing                 
relation. Further, I don’t want to stake my case for the Bayesian entirely on the dispositional                
account, it would be desirable if the Bayesian could be more neutral with respect to the basing                 
42 Note further that we can also imagine an agent that forms all of her credences in the right way in accordance with                       
(Disposition), and see that this is a fairly moderate idealization. Contrast this with the quite extreme idealization                 
required to imagine agents that form their credences in the right way in accordance with the causal or doxastic                   
accounts considered above. 
43 There are trickier cases to consider. For example, perhaps I could have the disposition to raise certain credences if                    
my stomach hurts. Intuitions seem mixed here. In conversation, I’ve found that some think this is an intuitive case                   
of basing. However, Evans (2013) finds this unintuitive. There is room to give a more discriminating account of the                   
sorts of dispositions the basing relation should be analyzed in terms of. For example, Evans (2013: 2953-2954)                 
argues that we should understand the dispositions as dispositions of the agent’s cognitive system. 
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relation. It turns out that we can develop better versions of the causal and doxastic accounts if                 
we develop them with an eye to be more in keeping with (B-Conditions). The key is to respect                  
the original idea that what marks out the basis of a doxastic state is what causes it, or what the                    
agent takes to be a reason to have that state. However, instead of the basis simply being the                  
cause or what the agent takes to be a reason, we let the basis be something that the cause or the                     
reason is sensitive to. As before, we can use dispositions to spell out the sense in which the                  
cause or the reason are sensitive to the basis. 
Let’s first consider the causal account. At a first pass, basing on R requires that the agent                 
be disposed to not have the credence be caused by its actual cause if R doesn’t hold. More                  
precisely: 
 
(Causal-Disposition) S’s credence ​c in P is based on R iff S has the disposition to be such that                   
the causes of S’s credence would not cause S to have that credence in P, if R does not hold. 
 
This disposition can be manifested in two ways. Supposing R doesn’t hold, the             
disposition could manifest by the cause of S’s credence causing S to have a different credence in                 
P, or it could instead manifest by not causing S to have any credence in P at all. Suppose that an                     
agent has based her credence in P on the fact that the credence satisfies the Bayesian constraints.                 
In that case (Causal-Disposition) implies that the agent has the disposition to be such that the                
causes of S’s credence would not cause S to have that credence in P if S’s credence did not                   
satisfy the Bayesian constraints. 
We can see how this account works in the two jurors case. Consider the causes of Miss                 
Know’s credence in the defendant’s guilt: the hearing of the testimony, and so on. We can                
plausibly say that Miss Knowit has the disposition to be such that the actual causes of her                 
credence wouldn’t have caused that credence if her credences no longer satisfied (Probabilism)             
and (Conditionalization). Meanwhile, Miss Not lacks these dispositions. Her credence in the            44
defendant’s guilt would still be caused by the suspicious appearance of the defendant even if the                
credence didn’t satisfy the Bayesian constraints. So (Causal-Disposition) allows us to mark an             
44 Again, just as in the case of (Disposition), the manifestation of Miss Knowit’s disposition could be kept from                   
manifesting because of the manifestation of a different disposition. 
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epistemic distinction between the two jurors. While both jurors have the right credences, in              
virtue of satisfying the Bayesian constraints, only Miss Knowit has formed her credence in the               
right way, in virtue of the relevant dispositions about the causes of her credence. 
This account allows the Bayesian to avoid the problems that arose when we adopted the               
standard causal account of the basing relation. It doesn’t require the fact that an agent’s               
credences satisfy (Probabilism) to cause the agent to have those credences. Instead we require              
that the agent is disposed to be such that the actual causes do not cause the credences if having                   
those credences did not satisfy (Probabilism). So we avoid requiring the problematic causal             
relations from before. 
Furthermore, we can apply this account to agents that fail to completely satisfy the              
Bayesian constraints. Suppose an agent does not completely satisfy the Bayesian constraints, but             
has a credence ​c that does reasonably well. Perhaps having ​c satisfies (Conditionalization),             
axioms (1) and (2) of (Probabilism), but is involved in some violations of axiom (3). Suppose                
further that the agent is disposed to not have ​c be caused by it’s actual causes, if it’s not the case                     
that ​c satisfies (1) and (2), and is the result of conditionalizing on the juror’s evidence. We can                  
say that the agent has done a fairly good job at forming ​c in the right way. This standard is                    
something that an actual agent can meet. So (Causal-Disposition) can be applied to actual              
agents. 
Developing a doxastic account goes along much the same lines. We can require that              
whatever the agent takes to be a reason to have a credence be sensitive to the basis of the                   
credence. Again, we will use dispositions to mark out how the agent’s reason is sensitive to the                 
basis.  This gives us: 
 
(Doxastic-Disposition) S’s credence ​c in P is based on R iff S is disposed to not take her actual                   
reasons for her credence to be reasons to have that credence in P, if R does not hold. 
 
As in the case of (Causal-Disposition), the disposition can be manifested in two ways. It               
could manifest by S taking her reasons for her credence in P to be reasons to have a different                   
credence in P, or it could manifest by S failing to take those reasons to be reasons to have any                    
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credence in P at all. If an agent’s credence is based on the fact that it satisfies the Bayesian                   
constraints, then (Doxastic-Disposition) implies that the agent has the disposition to not take her              
reasons for the credence to be reasons to have that credence, if that credence did not satisfy the                  
Bayesian constraints. 
We can better see how the account works by applying it to the two jurors case. If having                  
her credence in the defendant’s guilt no longer satisfies (Probabilism) and (Conditionalization),            
then Miss Knowit is disposed to not take the evidence presented at the trial to be a reason to have                    
her credence in the defendant's guilt, perhaps because she would take that evidence to be a                
reason to have a different credence. And in virtue of that disposition, Miss Knowit has based her                 
credence on the fact that having it satisfies the Bayesian constraints. Whereas Miss Not lacks               
this disposition with respect to what she takes to be a reason to have the credence. She lacks the                   
disposition to not take the defendant’s suspicious appearance to be a reason to have the credence,                
if having that credence no longer satisfies the Bayesian constraints. Again, we can make an               
epistemic distinction between the two jurors. 
We can also apply (Doxastic-Disposition) to agents that fail to completely satisfy the             
Bayesian constraints. Consider an agent that does not completely satisfy the Bayesian            
constraints, but has a credence ​c that does reasonably well on its own at being the right credence                  
to have. An actual agent can have the disposition to not take whatever she takes to be a reason to                    
have ​c​, if having ​c no longer does reasonably well by Bayesian standards. In such a case we can                   
say that the agent has done a fairly good job at forming ​c in the right way. So                  
(Doxastic-Disposition) can also be applied to actual agents. 
This account avoids the problems that arose for the Bayesian when we adopted the              
standard doxastic account of the basing relation. It doesn’t require an agent to grasp all of their                 
credences and check whether they satisfy the Bayesian constraints, like the original doxastic             
account of the basing relation does. This account only requires that the agent be disposed to not                 
take her actual reasons for the credence to be reasons to have that credence, if having that                 
credence doesn’t satisfy the Bayesian constraints. 
So we’ve seen that the three accounts I’ve sketched avoid the problematic result that no               
actual agent forms her credences in the right way; the accounts can do the epistemic work that                 
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we want them to do. My aim isn’t to choose between them, and no doubt these accounts will                  
need to be modified in the face of difficulties. Rather, my aim has been to show how alternatives                  
to the standard accounts of the basing relation can avoid the result that no actual agent forms her                  
credences in the right way. 
 
VI. Concluding Remarks 
 
It’s worth stepping back and briefly considering how the preceding applies to a             
non-Bayesian epistemological setting. As I mentioned at the beginning, the problem of            
accommodating coherence in doxastic justification arises for epistemic settings that involve           
binary beliefs. So if part of what justifies a belief is the fact that it fits coherently into an agent’s                    
overall belief state, then we have trouble on a causal account of the basing relation. Further,                
considerations of the computational complexity involved in checking for coherence of one’s            
belief state also raises problems if we adopt a doxastic account of the basing relation, as                
Kornblith (2002: 122-135) argues. However, things may fare better if we adopt an account of               
the basing relation like (Disposition). Just as I’ve argued that (Disposition) allows that one can               
base their credences on the fact that one’s credence are probabilistically coherent, it seems              
plausible that (Disposition) allows that one can base their belief on the fact that one’s beliefs are                 
coherent. Of course, now is not the time to pursue the details, and it is unlikely that every                  
epistemic view will fit favourably with my solution to the problem in terms of (Disposition). For                
example, more internalist epistemic views may be committed to an account of the basing relation               
more in line with (Doxastic) rather than (Disposition). Nevertheless, my approach is a strategy              
worth pursuing in other settings.  But I’ll leave that work for another time. 
To conclude, I’ve argued that when we apply the standard ways of thinking about the               
basing relation to Bayesian epistemology, we get the result that actual agents never come close to                
forming their credences in the right way. If this result holds then we have a serious problem for                  
Bayesianism, for actual agents do sometimes do a reasonably good job at forming their              
credences. Furthermore, it prevents us from making the epistemic distinctions that we need to              
make. However, I’ve argued that by adopting a different way of thinking about the basing               
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relation, we can develop a more satisfactory account of the relation in a Bayesian context. This                
account allows that actual agents can do a reasonably good job at forming their credences, and                
allows us to mark the epistemic distinctions we need to make. 
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